
 

THE 2021 BUDGET
ACT

Law no. 178 of 30

December 2020

(hereinafter “2021 Budget

Act”) was published in

Italian Official Journal no.

322 dated 30 December

2020 and became effective

on 1 January 2021.

The following paragraphs

concisely recap major new

tax provisions.
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PERMANENT TAX DEDUCTION FOR SUBORDINATE EMPLOYMENT (PARAS. 8-9)

The 2021 Budget Act made permanent the deduction for recipients of income from
subordinate employment and certain forms of income treated like subordinate
employment, introduced by article 2 of D.L. no. 3/2020.
The deduction is equal to €600 if the aggregate income is equal to €28.000 and

decreases linearly up to an income of € 40.000, where it is equal to zero.

FUND FOR SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTION EXEMPTIONS FOR SELF-EMPLOYED

WORKERS AND PROFESSIONALS (PARAS. 20-22)

Self-employed workers and professionals registered with the social security

sections of INPS and by professionals registered with agencies operating mandatory

forms of welfare and social security that, in the tax year 2019 earned an aggregate
income equal to or lower than €50.000 and that suffered from a drop in sales
or fees in 2020 not lower than 33% compared with 2019;
Doctors, nurses and other professionals and workers referred to in Law no.
3/2018, that had already retired and were hired back on duty because of the Covid-

19 emergency.

The 2021 Budget Act provided for the setup of a fund for the partial exemption from
social security payable by self-employed workers and professionals. The fund is

destined to fund the partial exemption from social security contributions payable by:

Exemption does not apply to INAIL occupational accident insurance premiums.

One or more interministerial decrees will need to define the criteria and procedures to

grant the exemption and the share of the disbursement cap to allocate, exceptionally,

to professionals registered with agencies operating forms of mandatory social security

and welfare under Leg. Dec. 509/1994, and Leg. Dec. 103/1996, and related allocation

criteria.
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EXEMPTION FROM PERSONAL INCOME TAX (IRPEF) FOR LAND YIELDS AND FARM

INCOME, COMPENSATION, MEAT VAT AND VAT ABATEMENTS ON FOOD

PREPARATIONS (PARAS. 38-40)

The 2021 Budget Act extended full exemption from personal income tax of land
yields and farm income from land of independent farmers and Professional Farm
Entrepreneurs (Imprenditori Agricoli Professionali - IAP) registered with farmers’
social security to the 2021 tax year.

The reduced VAT rate of 10% applies to the sale of ready to eat meals and meals that

were cooked, roasted, fried or howsoever prepared to be eaten immediately or for

home delivery or takeaway.

SUSPENSION OF PAYMENTS FOR NATIONAL SPORTS FEDERATIONS, SPORTS

PROMOTION ENTITIES AND PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR SPORTS ASSOCIATIONS

AND CLUBS (PARAS. 36-37)

The 2021 Budget Act suspended, until 28 February 2021, payments of income taxes,
VAT, and social security contributions payable by national sports federations,
sports promotion entities, professional and amateur sports association and clubs
with tax domicile, registered office or operating premises in the territory of Italy, and

which operate in the framework of competitions in progress under D.P.C.M. 24 October

2020.

Suspended payments may be remitted, without interest or penalties, in a single

settlement by 30 May 2021, or in up to a maximum of 24 monthly payments of equal

amount, the first one on 30 May 2021. Payments related to the months of December

2021 and 2022 must be settled by the 16th day of such months.
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MINIMUM REGISTRATION TAX ON FARM LAND

(PARA. 41)

In 2021, registration tax in the flat amount of €
200 will not apply to sale agreements of land
and appurtenances, with an economic value

equal to or lower than €5.000, on condition

that land qualifies as agricultural according to

zoning instruments that are already in force and

that sale agreements are to the benefit of

independent farmers or professional Farm

Entrepreneurs (IAP), registered with the relevant

social security and welfare section.

AMENDMENTS TO TAX REGULATIONS ON THE

TAXATION OF REPAYMENTS TO MEMBERS OF

COOPS (PARAS. 42-43)

The 2021 Budget Act provides, further to a

members’ meeting resolutions, for the option to

apply a 12,50% withholding tax upon the

allocation of members’ repayments to capital
increase in cooperatives.

The option is regraded as exercised upon paying

the withholding by the 16th day of the month

following the month closing the calendar quarter

in which the members’ resolution was adopted.

By doing so, the rate is reduced from 26% to

12,50%, and the time of taxation of repayments is

anticipated to the allocation to the coop’s capital,

rather than the time of the actual refund to the

member.

Members that are natural persons do not include

entrepreneurs (as defined in article 65, para. 1, of

the Income Tax Act) and holders of qualified

interests under article 67, para. 1, letter c) of the

Income Tax Act.

The 12,50% withholding tax may be applied on

the same terms and conditions to amounts

allocated to capital increases approved by the

members’ meeting before the effective date of

the 2021 Budget Act, replacing taxation under

preexisting regulations.
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REDUCED TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS FOR NONCOMMERCIAL ENTITIES (PARA. 44-47)

family and related values; youth development and training; education,

learning and training, including the purchase of school publications;

volunteer work, philanthropy and charity; religion and spiritual development;

support to the elderly; civil rights;

crime prevention and public security; food safety and quality agriculture;

local development and local social housing; consumer protection; civil

protection; public health, preventive and rehabilitation medicine; sports

activities, prevention of and rehabilitation from drug addictions; psychic and

mental disease and troubles;

scientific and technological research; environmental protection and quality;

arts, cultural activities and assets.

The 2021 Budget Act provides for the exclusion from the calculation of total
income, of 50% of profits earned by private and government entities other

than companies, as well as by trusts whose sole or core business is the exercise

of a commercial activity, or by permanent establishments of such noon-profit

entities in the territory of Italy that carry out only or mainly one or more activities

of general interest in the following areas:

Tax savings must be allocated to finance these activities of general interest.

Profits deriving from interests in entitles that are residents of or based in

countries or territories with a preferential taxation system are not eligible for the

reduced rate.

REDUCED IMU AND TARI FOR NON-RESIDENT TAXPAYERS THAT ARE RECIPIENTS OF

PENSIONS (PARAS. 48-49)

reduction of 50% of IMU, local real estate tax;

2/3 reduction of TARI (waste collection fees).

The 2021 Budget Act introduced the following reduced rates to the benefit of

Italian pensioners residing abroad, starting from 2021, for a single real estate

housing unit that is not leased, including on a free-loan arrangement, held in

Italy as owner or usufructuary:



TAX INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE HIGHLY QUALIFIED WORKERS TO COME BACK TO

ITALY (PARA. 50)

The 2021 Budget Act provided for the option to extend the preferential tax
system applied to taxpayers that transferred their residence status to Italy
before 2020 and that, on 31 December 2019, were beneficiaries of the standard

preferential system under article 16 of Leg. Dec. no. 147/2015.

These taxpayers may opt for a 5-year extension of this preferential taxation

system by paying an amount equal to 10% or 5% of income taxed under the

preferential system, depending on the number of children that are under the

age of 18 and based on the ownership of a real estate property in Italy. These

provisions do not apply to professional athletes.

The procedure to exercise the option will be defined by a specific measure of the

Revenue Agency.

EXTENSION OF TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR ENERGY RETROFITTING AND CONSTRUCTION

RENOVATION (PARAS. 58-60)

The 90% façade bonus for construction works aimed to recover or renovate

the external façade of existing buildings;

The deduction from personal income tax for construction renovation
works, up to the increased percentage of 50%;

The ecobonus for energy retrofitting works of individual real estate units
(tax deduction of 65% of costs over 10 years);

The furniture bonus for the purchase of furniture and large household

appliances of higher energy classes aimed to furnish the real estate property.

In 2021, the maximum amount of deductible costs increased from €10.000 to

€16.000. 

The following benefits were extended up to 31 December 2021:

6
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WATER BONUS (PARAS. 61-65)

The 2021 Budget Act introduced for a water bonus of €1.000, to the benefit of

natural persons residents of Italy, to be used by 31 December 2021, for works to
replace ceramic toilets with new reduced water consuming toilets and
existing sanitary taps, shower heads and columns, and other fittings, with
new equipment with water flow restrictors, in existing buildings, parts of
existing buildings or single real estate units. The water bonus is not treated

as taxable income of the beneficiary and is not relevant for ISEE purposes.

A specific decree of the Ministry of the environment will define the conditions

and procedures to grant and obtain the bonus.
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EXTENSION OF THE SUPERBONUS (PARA. 66-75)

beneficiaries now also include natural persons, outside the exercise of a

business, art or profession, in the event of works on buildings comprising

from 2 to 4 real estate units registered separately with the land registry,

including where owned by a single owner or jointly by several natural

persons;

the maxi-deduction is extended to 30 June 2022 (for state-owned social

housing - IACP – to 31 December 2022). The superbonus is also granted for

costs incurred by 31 December 2022 for works completed by the owners of

the different apartments in buildings (and buildings hosting up to 4 separate

apartments and owned by a single owner), on which, on 30 June 2022 at

least 60% of the works have been completed. Social housing agencies (IACP)

are eligible for the benefit for costs incurred up to 30 June 2023 if on 31

December 2022 at least 60% of total works are completed. The part of costs

incurred in 2022 will have to be split among beneficiaries in 4 rather than 5

annual shares;

the scope of application of superbonus is expanded to include roof
insulation, buildings with no energy performance certificate, removal of
architectural barriers, solar photovoltaic systems on facilities qualifying
as building appurtenances;
a real estate unit may be regarded as “functionally independent” if it

features at least 3 of the following installations or systems owned on an

exclusive basis: water supply system, gas system, electric power supply

system, winter air conditioning system;

the 50% increase of caps of costs eligible or the tax benefits for
reconstruction works on buildings damaged by earthquakes, applicable

to municipalities hit by earthquakes in 2016, 2017 and 2009, was expanded to

all municipalities affected by earthquakes after 2008 where a state of

emergency was declared and is applicable to costs incurred by 30 June 2022

(no longer by 31 December 2020);

The 2021 Budget Act amended regulations on the 110% superbonus on
certain specific works:
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costs incurred from 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2022 for works to install
infrastructures to recharge electric vehicles in buildings, provided that

installation is made together with one of the works eligible for the 110%

superbonus (under para. 1 of art. 119) are eligible for a deduction of 110%
(split among beneficiaries in 5 annual shares of equal amount or 4 annual

shares of equal amount if costs are incurred in 2022), according to the

following disbursement caps and without prejudice to any works in progress:

€2.000 for one-family-unit buildings or family units located inside multi-

family buildings that are functionally independent and have one or several

independent accesses from the outside; €1.500 for multi-family buildings or

apartment buildings that install a maximum number of eight charging

stations; €1.200 for multi-family buildings or apartment buildings that install

more than eight charging stations;

the 2021 Budget Act clarified the procedure for building owners’
resolutions to be valid when they concern the allocation of the entire cost

to one or more owners;

the 2021 Budget Act established that the provisions on the option to assign
the superbonus or to have such amount discounted in the invoice
instead of the direct tax deduction also apply to taxpayers incurring costs for

eligible works in 2022;

no new insurance needs to be subscribed in connection with the
obligation for professionals to be insured, but the policy in progress may

be supplemented on condition that it did not already provide for exclusions

related to certification activities and its limit of liability is not lower than

€500.000, by adding coverage of the risk of certification under art. 119 of the

Relaunch Decree.

EXTENSION OF THE GREEN BONUS (PARA. 76)

The green bonus for green landscaping of private uncovered areas in existing

buildings, real estate units, appurtenant areas or enclosures, irrigation systems

and installation of wells, as well as for roof landscaping of hanging gardens, was

extended to 31 December 2021.
The benefit consists in a 36% deduction of costs incurred from the gross income

taxes payable, up to a cap of €5.000 per year. Accordingly, the maximum

deduction is €1.800.
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EXPANSION OF THE REVALUATION OF COMPANY

ASSETS TO INTANGIBLE ASSETS WITH NO LEGAL

PROTECTION (PARA. 83)

The 2021 Budget Act expanded the scope of

application of accounting/tax realignment to

include goodwill and intangible assets disclosed
in the financial statements of the fiscal year in
progress on 31 December 2019, by paying a

substitute tax of 3% on the difference between

statutory and tax values as stated in the 2020

financial statements, provided that the

misalignment was already disclosed in the annual

accounts for the previous fiscal year.

The higher value assigned to assets may be

reflected, for income taxes and IRAP, effective the

fiscal year following the year of the revaluation is

applied.

The positive balance of the revaluation may be

redeemed, fully or in part, by the company applying

a 10% flat tax in lieu of any income taxes, IRAP
and any surtaxes.

SINGLE PAYMENT OF THE “NUOVA SABATINI”

CONTRIBUTION” (PARAS. 95-96)

The 2021 Budget Act further expanded eligibility
to the “New Sabatini” contribution, making all

applications eligible for the state contribution in a

single settlement, instead of only loans not

exceeding €200.000, as was the case to date.

“STAY SOUTH” BENEFIT (PARA. 170)

The "Stay South" benefit, aimed to promote the

incorporation of new companies by young
entrepreneurs in the regions of Southern Italy,

was expanded to include entrepreneurs 45 years
of age or older: the new age cap is 55 years.
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EXTENSION OF THE HIGHER TAX CREDIT FOR

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREAS OF THE

SOUTH OF ITALY (PARAS. 185-187)

25% small-sized enterprises, 

35% medium-sized enterprises, 

45% large-sized enterprises.

The tax credit for investments in research and
development to the benefit of companies

operating in the regions of Abruzzo, Basilicata,

Calabria, Campania, Molise, Puglia, Sardinia and

Sicily (including COVID-19 research and

development projects), was extended for the years

2021 and 2022 and its percentages vary depending

on the size of the company in terms of staff and

sales. 

The tax credit applies in the following percentages: 

EXTENSION TO 2022 OF THE TAX CREDIT FOR

INVESTMENTS IN THE SOUTH OF ITALY (PARA. 171)

The 2021 Budget Act extended the tax credit for the

purchase of new capital equipment destined to

production units located in regions of Southern Italy

(Campania, Puglia, Basilicata, Calabria, Sicilia,

Sardinia, Molise, and Abruzzo), introduced by article

1, paras. 98-108, of the 2016 Budget Act, to 31

December 2022.

TAX BENEFITS FOR NEW BUSINESS PROJECTS IN

SPECIAL ECONOMIC AREAS - ZES (PARAS. 173-176)

keeping the business in ZES for at least 10 years;

keeping jobs created for the new project for at

least 10 years;

beneficiaries must not be under liquidation or

windup procedures.

Enterprises that start a new business project in

Special economic areas (Zone economiche
speciali – ZES) are eligible for a 50% reduction of
taxes on income from the business carried out in

ZES starting from the tax period when the new
business project starts and for the following 6 tax

years.

Conditions to be eligible for the benefit:
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MEASURES TO SUPPORT COMPANY LIQUIDITY (PARAS. 206 AND 208-212)

non-recourse factoring;

loan transactions that involve the renegotiation of debt, provided that

additional credit is granted to an extent of at least 25% of the renegotiated

loan and that the delivery of the guarantee is appropriate to determine a

lower cost and/or a longer maturity of the loan.

The effectiveness of Garanzia Italia (Italy Guarantee) under article 1 of the

Liquidity Decree (D.L. n. 23/2020) was extended to 30 June 2021.

The scope of application of the guarantee delivered by SACE was expanded to

include:

DEADLINES OF CREDIT INSTRUMENTS (PARA. 207)

Expiration time limits of promissory notes, bills of exchange and other debt

instruments and any other enforceable instrument, falling or starting to elapse in

the period from 1 September 2020 to 31 January 2021, were suspended until 31

January 2021.

AMENDMENTS TO THE EXCEPTIONAL REGULATIONS OF THE SMES GUARANTEE FUND

(PARAS. 216-218)

Loans up to €30.000 fully secured by the Fund, as established by article 13, para.

1, letter m) of the Liquidity Decree (D.L. n. 23/2020), may have a maximum

maturity of 15 rather than 10 years, as was the case before.

Beneficiaries of already granted loans may ask for an extension of maturity up to

a maximum of 15 years, by simply adjusting the “Rendistato” element in the

applied interest rate, in connection with the longer maturity of the loan.

Interest rate must not be higher than 0,20% plus the value, if positive, of the

“Rendistato” element with maturity equal to the loan.

TAX CREDIT FOR CAPITAL LOSSES RESULTING FROM PIR PMI (PARAS. 219-226)

The 2021 Budget Act established a tax credit for losses resulting from long
term savings plans (PIR), provided that they are held for at least 5 years and

the tax credit does not exceed 20% of amounts invested in such instruments.

The tax credit applies to plans set up starting from 1 January 2021 for

investments made by 31 December 2021 and may be used in 10 shares of equal

amount, one per year, in the income tax return or to offset tax liabilities in the

F24 tax settlement form.



PLATFORM TO EXCHANGE TRADE RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES (PARAS. 227-229)

The Revenue Agency has to prepare an IT platform dedicated to offsetting trade

receivables and payables from business transaction between (resident o

established) taxpayers reflected in electronic invoices.

Receivables and payables of government agencies are excluded from the scope

of operation of the platform.

Offsetting through the IT platform generates the same effects as the extinction

of the obligation under the Italian Civil Code, up to the same amount and on

condition that none of the participating parties are involved in insolvency or

debt restructuring procedures approved by the court, or certified turnaround

plans filed with the register of companies.

A decree of the Ministry of Justice, in agreement with the Ministries of the

Economy and finance and of Economic development and for technological

innovation and digitalization, after hearing the opinion for the Data Protection

Authority, will define the implementing procedures and service terms.
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EXTENSION OF THE TAX CREDIT FOR ADVISORY COSTS FOR THE LISTING OF SMES

(PARA. 230)

The 2021 Budget Act extended until 31 December 2021 the tax credit for
advisory costs related to the listing of SMEs under paras. 89 to 92 of article 1 of

the 2018 Budget Act (Law no. 205/2017).

The tax credit is equal to 50% of costs and is capped at €500.000.

TAX INCENTIVES FOR BUSINESS COMBINATIONS (PARAS. 233-243)

The 2021 Budget Act introduced an incentive for business combination

processes implemented by merger, demerger or contribution of business, and

resolved in 2021.

Specifically, the entity resulting from the merger (or the acquiring company, the

beneficiary and the contributee) is allowed to convert a share of deferred tax
assets (DTA) into a tax credit if they refer to tax losses and excess ACE tax

benefit, accrued up to the tax year prior to the one in progress on the statutory

effective date of the deal, which had not already been used to offset tax liabilities

or converted into tax credits on such date.

The effectiveness of conversion of DTAs into a tax credit is conditional on the

settlement of a commission of 25% of the total amount of DTAs being converted.

The commission is deductible for income tax and IRAP purposes in the year it is

settled and is regulated by provisions on income taxes with respect to tax

assessment, penalties and collection.
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REFINANCING OF THE SME GUARANTEE FUND (PARAS. 244-247)

Special regulations governing the SME Guarantee Fund (Fondo Garanzia
PMI), in article 13, para. 1, of the Liquidity Decree (D.L. 23/2020), were extended

until 30 June 2021. The 2021 Budget Act also provided that effective 1 March

2021 and until 30 June 2021, mid-caps (companies with a headcount equal to or

higher than 250 and not exceeding 499) can no longer have access to the

guarantees of this Fund, but will be eligible for the SACE guarantee on the

preferential conditions granted by the Central Fund: free guarantees and up to

90% of the loan, for a maximum secured amount of €5 million, or lower, in

consideration of the outstanding principal amount of any loans secured by the

SME Guarantee Fund.

EXTENSION OF THE STANDSTILL FOR SMES (PARA. 248-254)

The special standstill for SMEs under article 56 of the Heal Italy Decree (D.L.

18/2020) was extended to 30 June 2021.
Enterprises, professionals and self-employed registered for VAT, already eligible

for income support measures, receive automatic extension of this measures

unless they expressly waive the benefit and notify the waiver to the bank by 31

January 2021 or, in the case of certain enterprises of the tourism industry, by 31

March 2021.

Taxpayers that have not benefitted from the standstill yet may do so by

submitting a specific application to their lender by 31 January 2021.

CAPITAL STRENGTHENING OF SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED COMPANIES (PARAS. 263-

264)

The 2021 Budget Act amended and extended to 30 June 2021, certain benefits

in article 26 (specifically, paragraphs 8 and 12) of the Relaunch Decree (D.L.

34/2020).

Specifically, amendments concern the tax credit on losses and on the Fund of

SME’s Equity.

With reference to the tax credit on losses, in case of capital increases resolved

in the first semester of 2021, the maximum amount of the tax credit to the
benefit of the company was increased from 30% to 50%. The provision that the

tax credit is recognized on losses disclosed in the financial statements of the FY

2020 was unaffected. Moreover, the 2021 Budget Act established that the tax

credit may be used to offset tax liabilities after the date of approval of the 2020

financial statements but by 30 November 2021, without prejudice to the initial

date.

For the SMEs Equity Fund (Fondo Patrimonio PMI), instead, the 2021 Budget

Act set at €1 billion the specific cap for subscriptions in 2021.

The extension does not apply to the tax credit reserved for entities making

contributions in kind to the capital of the company (under paras. 4 to 7), which

may be used only in case of investments made up to 30 December 2020.
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PROVISIONS ON THE CAPITAL REDUCTION OF

COMPANIES (PARA. 266)

The provisions of articles 2446, paras. 2 and 3, 2447,

2482-bis, paras. 4, 5, and 6, and 2482-ter of the

Italian Civil Code do not apply to losses resulting in

the fiscal year in progress on 31 December 2020, as

is inapplicable the cause for winding up the

company for reduction or loss of the corporate

capital under articles 2484, para. 1, no. 4), and 2545-

duodecies of the Italian Civil Code.

The time limit by which such loss must prove to
be decreased to less than one third, set in articles

2446, para. 2, and 2482-bis, para. 4, of the Italian Civil

Code, was postponed to the fifth subsequent
fiscal year. The shareholders’ meeting approving

the financial statements of such fiscal year is

required to reduce the capital proportionally to

established losses.

In the cases under articles 2447 or 2482-ter of the

Italian Civil Code, the shareholders’ meeting called

without delay by directors, as alternative to the

immediate reduction of the capital and

simultaneous capital increase to an amount which

is not lower than the statutory minimum, may
resolve to defer these decisions to the closing of
the fifth fiscal year. The shareholders’ meeting

approving the financial statements for such fiscal

year is required to proceed with the resolutions

under articles 2447 or 2482-ter of the Italian Civil

Code.

Until the date of this meeting, the cause for winding

up the company for reduction or loss of the

corporate capital under articles 2484, para. 1, no. 4),

and 2545-duodecies of the Italian Civil Code is

inapplicable.

Losses disclosed in the fiscal year in progress on 31

December 2020 must be indicated separately in
the supplementary note specifying their origin

and movements in the fiscal year through

appropriate tables.
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DEDUCTION FOR VETERINARY FEES (PARA. 333)

The cap of veterinary fees that may be deducted

from income taxes was increased to € 550.

VAT ON COVID-19 DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT AND

VACCINES (PARAS. 452-453)

Sales of Covid-19 diagnostic equipment that

meets the requisites in EU regulations;

Services rendered in strict connection with the

equipment referred to above.

Sales of Covid-19 vaccines that are authorized

by the European Commission or its Member

States;

Services rendered in strict connection with the

vaccines referred to above.

The 2021 Budget Act introduced the exemption
from VAT, along with the right to deduct the tax,

until 31 December 2022 of:

The VAT exemption, along with the right to deduct

the tax, from 20 December 2020 and up to 31
December 2022 also applies to:

SHORT-TERM LEASES (COMMA 595)

Effective the tax year related to the year 2021,
the tax regime applicable to short-term leases

applies only where no more than four apartments
are destined to short-term lease in each tax year. In

other cases, lease, by whomsoever exercised, is

assumed to be carried out as a business

The provisions also apply to agreements entered

into through persons that exercise the real estate

business, or through persons that operate IT

platforms and connect potential lessees with

persons that have apartments to let.



EXEMPTION IN 2021 FROM THE FIRST IMU TAX

PAYMENT FOR THE TOURISM INDUSTRY (PARAS. 599-

601)

In 2021 the first partial payment of the IMU local
property tax on:

a) Real estate property used as seaside, lake and

riverside bathing establishments, as well as

thermal establishments (spa’s);

b) Real estate property falling in land

registration category D/2 and appurtenances,

real estate property of rural tourism operations,

vacation resorts, youth hostels, mountain

shelters, mountain and seaside summer

vacation camps, landlords of furnished rooms on

a short-term basis, vacation homes and

apartments, bed & breakfasts, and campsites, on

condition that the relevant taxpayers are also

the operators of the business operated in such

real estate property;

c) Real estate property falling under land

registration category D used by enterprises

operating in the business of setting up

exposition stands in trade fairs or events;

d) Real estate property used as discothèques,

dancing halls, nightclubs and the like, on

condition that the relevant taxpayers are also

the operators of the business operated on such

premises.
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TAX CREDIT FOR LEASES (PARA. 602)

The tax credit for real estate leases of property

other than property used as housing, as introduced

by art. 28 of the Relaunch Decree and

subsequently amended, was expanded to include

travel agencies and tour operators.

The latter and tourism and accommodation

enterprises are entitled to the tax credit until 30
April 2021.
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MEASURES TO SUPPORT THE PRESS SUPPLY CHAIN (PARAS. 608-610)

Tax credit for advertising investments, granted as 50% of the value of

advertising investments in daily and periodic publications, including online

publications, with a maximum amount of €50 million in each of the years

2021 and 2022, which is a disbursement cap;

Tax credit for operators of business that operate only in the retail sale of
newspapers, magazines, periodic publications and to companies that
distribute the press supplying daily newspapers and periodic publications,

newsagents located in municipalities with a population of less than 5.000

and in municipalities with a single newsagent. The credit is recognized up to

the maximum disbursement cap of €15 million in each of the years 2021 and

2022;

Tax credit for digital services, with a cap of €10 million for each of the years

2021 and 2022, which is a disbursement cap.

The 2021 Budget Act confirmed the following measures for 2021 and 2022:

LOCAL CONSUMPTION TAX IN CAMPIONE D’ITALIA (PARA. 847)

The 2021 Budget Act supplemented regulations on the local consumption tax
in Campione d’Italia (ILCCI), introduced by the 2020 Budget Act.

Supplies of electric power in electric mains, of gas through a natural gas

distribution network and district heating are not considered as delivered in the

municipality. Moreover, ITC services are not regarded as delivered in Campione

d’Italia.
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TAX CREDIT FOR NEW CAPITAL EQUIPMENT (PARAS. 1051-1063)

Made from 16 November 2020 and up to 31 December 2021, or by 30 June
2022, provided that by 31 December 2022 the relevant order is formally

accepted by the seller and advance payments are made in an amount

corresponding to no less than 20% of the purchase price: the tax credit

applies as 50% of the cost, for the part of investments up to €2,5 million, as

30% of the cost, for the part of investments from €2,5 million and up to €10

million and as 10% of the cost, for the part of investments in excess of € 10

million and up to a cap of aggregate eligible costs of € 20 million.

Made from 1 January 2022 and up to 31 December 2022, or by 30 June
2023, provided that by 31 December 2022 the relevant order is formally

accepted by the seller and advance payments are made in an amount

corresponding to no less than 20% of the purchase price: the tax credit

applies as 40% of the cost, for the part of investments up to €2,5 million, as

20% of the cost, for the part of investments from €2,5 million and up to €10

million and as 10% of the cost, for the part of investments in excess of € 10

million and up to a cap of aggregate eligible costs of € 20 million

A tax credit is granted to all companies residents of Italy, including permeant

establishments of non-resident entities, regardless of their legal form, industry of

operation, size and tax regime for determining business income, which invest in

new capital equipment for new production facilities located in the territory of

Italy, from 16 November 2020 to 31 December 2022, or by 30 June 2023,

provided that by 31 December 2022 the relevant order is formally accepted by

the seller and advance payments are made in an amount corresponding to no

less than 20% of the purchase price.

Eligible companies may benefit from the tax credit on condition that they

comply with occupational safety regulations applicable in each industry and

properly perform obligations to pay social security and welfare contributions to

the benefit of employees.

Companies that are in voluntary liquidation, bankruptcy, forced

administrative liquidation, composition with creditors with no going-concern, or

other insolvency proceedings or which are involved in a procedure for the

declaration of one of the above situations are not eligible for the tax credit.

Companies that were inflicted disqualification penalties under Leg. Dec. 231/2001

are also not eligible for the tax credit.

The tax credit percentage varies depending on the type of equipment covered

by the investment and the time of the investment.

a) Investments in “Industry 4.0” capital equipment (listed in Annex A to the 2017

Budget Act)
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Made from 16 November 2020 and up to 31 December 2022, or up to 30
June 2023, provided that by 31 December 2022 the relevant order is formally

accepted by the seller and advance payments are made in an amount

corresponding to no less than 20% of the purchase price: the tax credit

applies as 20% of the cost, up to the cap of eligible costs of €1 million. Costs

for services incurred in connection with using the assets listed in annex B

referred to above by cloud computing solutions are also eligible, to the

extent accrued in the year.

Made starting from 16 November 2020 and up to 31 December 2021, or by
30 June 2022, provided that by 31 December 2021 the relevant order is

formally accepted by the seller and advance payments are made in an

amount corresponding to no less than 20% of the purchase price: the tax

credit applies as 10% of the cost determined under art. 110, para. 1, letter b), of

the Income Tax Act. Investments made through leasing, the cost is the cost

for the lessor to purchase the asset. The percentage of the tax credit is

increased to 15% for investments in technological tools and instruments

destined by the enterprise to implement agile work under art. 18 of L. no. 81

of 22 May 2017.

made starting from 1 January 2022 and up to 31 December 2022, or 30
June 2023, provided that by 31 December 2022 the relevant order is formally

accepted by the seller and advance payments are made in an amount

corresponding to no less than 20% of the purchase price: the tax credit

applies in a percentage of 6%.

b) Investments in “Industry 4.0” capital equipment (listed in Annex B to the

2017 Budget Act)

c) Investments in new tangible and intangible capital equipment (tangibles:

up to the cap of eligible costs of €2 million) and (intangibles: up to the cap of

eligible costs of €1 million) other than the above (other than “Industry 4.0”)

The tax credit may be used only to offset tax and social security contribution
liabilities in three annual shares of equal amount, starting from the year the

asset come into operations, in case of investments in letter c), or from the year of

interconnection of the assets in case of investments in letters a) and b) above.

Investments in capital equipment other than “Industry 4.0” assets made starting

from 16 November 2020 and up to 31 December 2021, the tax credit to which

taxpayers with a sales or fees volume lower than €5 million are entitled may

be used to offset tax and social security contribution liabilities in a single annual
occurrence.
In the event in which interconnection of assets occurs in a tax period after the

one in which the assets come into operation, the tax credit may be used to the

relevant extent.
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EXTENSION OF THE TAX CREDIT FOR INVESTMENTS IN RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT, TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION AND OTHER INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES

FOR THE COMPETITIVENESS OF BUSINESSES (PARAS. 1064-1067)

20%: fundamental research, industrial research, and experimental

development in science and technology, up to a cap of €4 million per year;

10%: technological innovation aimed to new or substantially improved

products or processes, up to a cap of €2 million per year;

15%: technological innovation in the event of environmental transition or 4.0

digital innovation, up to a cap of €2 million per year;

- 10%: for design and aesthetic conception, up to a cap of €2 million per year.

The 2021 Budget Act extended to 31 December 2022 the tax credit for

investments in research and development, environmental transition, 4.0

technological innovation and other innovative activities.

Businesses may determine the tax credit by applying the percentages listed

below to the eligible cost basis. Percentages depend on the type of research

actually done:

The 2021 Budget Act also introduced the obligation for beneficiaries to have the

technical report drafted and certified, and to file it with their records.

EXTENSION OF THE 4.0 TRAINING TAX CREDIT (PARA. 1067)

The 2021 Budget Act extended the “training 4.0” tax credit until the tax year

in progress on 31 December 2022.

In the tax year in progress on 31 December 2020 and until the one in progress on

31 December 2023, the following costs are eligible (pursuant to art. 31 para. 3 of

EU Regulation no. 651/2014):

a) trainers' personnel costs, for the hours during which the trainers

participate in the training;

b) trainers' and trainees' operating costs directly relating to the training

project such as travel expenses, materials and supplies directly related to the

project, depreciation of tools and equipment, to the extent that they are

used exclusively for the training project. Accommodation costs are excluded

except for the minimum necessary accommodation costs for trainees' who

are workers with disabilities;

c) costs of advisory services linked to the training project;

d) trainees' personnel costs and general indirect costs (administrative costs,

rent, overheads) for the hours during which the trainees participate in the

training.
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PLASTIC TAX (PARA. 1084)

the definition of disposable plastic products (identified with the Italian

acronym “MACSI”) includes molds;

taxpayers required to settle the tax now also include entities, whether or not

resident in Italy, which intend to sell MACSI, obtained on their behalf in a

manufacturing plant, to other domestic entities;

the tax exemption threshold as disclosed in the quarterly reports is increased

to €25;

the tax representative of entities required to settle the tax that are not

residents of or established in Italy is jointly and severally liable with MACSI

manufacturers;

the administrative penalty system applicable in the event of failure to settle

or late settlement of the tax changed (from twice to five times the evaded

tax, and in any event no less than €250), in the event of late filing of the

report and for any other breach related to the tax (from €250 to €2.500).

The 2021 Budget Act postponed to 1 July 2021 the effective date of the provision

regulating this tax.

The 2021 Budget Act amended regulations on the tax on the consumption of
plastic products (so-called “plastic tax”). Amended regulations include:

SUGAR TAX (PARA. 1086)

The 2021 Budget Act postponed to 1 January 2022 the effective date of the

provisions regulating this tax.

The 2021 Budget Act amended regulations on the tax on soft drinks
containing sweeteners (so-called “sugar tax”). Amended provisions include:

- entities required to settle the tax now also include entities, whether or not

resident in Italy, on whose behalf soft drinks are obtained from the manufacturer

or the operator of the packing plant;

- the administrative penalty system applicable in the event of failure to settle or

late settlement of the tax changed (from twice to five times the evaded tax, and

in any event no less than €250), in the event of late payment (25% of the tax

liability, and in any event no less than €150), in the event of late filing of the

report and for any other breach related to the tax (from €250 to €2.500).
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TAX CREDIT FOR THE PURCHASE OF DRINKING WATER FILTRATION SYSTEMS (PARAS.

1087-1089)

natural persons that do not exercise an economic business: € 1.000 per real

estate unit, and

other entities: € 5.000 per real estate property used to operate the business

or institutional activity.

The 2021 Budget Act introduced a tax credit for natural persons exercising

businesses, arts, and professions, and non-commercial entities, including non-

profit entities and religious entities recognized for civil law purposes, from 1
January 2021 to 31 December 2022, corresponding to 50% of costs incurred to

purchase and install systems to filter, mineralize, cool and addition water with

food carbon dioxide E 290, to improve the quality of human drinking water

supplied by water supply systems.

The tax credit is granted for an aggregate amount of costs not exceeding:

A measure of the Revenue Agency that will be adopted within thirty days after

the effective date of the 2021 Budget Act will set the criteria and the procedure

to apply and benefit from the credit, with reference to the disbursement caps

indicated above.

CASH RECEIPT LOTTERY AND CASHBACK (PARAS. 1095-1097)

The 2021 Budget Act amended regulations on the cash receipt lottery

establishing that participation is reserved for entities that purchase goods and

services exclusive with electronic payment methods.

With reference to cashback (prizes to encourage the use of electronic payment

methods), the 2021 Budget Act explained that refunds are not included in the

calculation of the income of the recipient and are not taxed at all.

TAX CREDIT TO ADJUST WORK ENVIRONMENTS (PARAS. 1098-1100)

The 2021 Budget Act established that the tax credit to adjust work
environments may be used from 1 January to 30 June 2021, instead of the full

year 2021, as the previously established.

This provision also anticipates the deadline to exercise the option to assign the

credit to 30 June 2021.
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AMENDMENTS TO REGULATIONS ON ADVANCE AGREEMENTS IN ART. 31-TER OF

PRES. DEC. 600/1973 (PARA. 1101)

if agreements are not further to other agreements entered into with the

authorities of foreign jurisdictions after MAPs, as set out by agreements or

international double tax treaties, they are binding upon the parties in the tax

year in which they are entered into and for the following four tax years,

without prejudice to changes in the circumstances in fact or in law affecting

any executed agreements. If the circumstances in fact or in law forming the

basis of the agreement occur in one or more tax years prior to the signing

whose time limits for assessment are still open, and on condition that no tax

audit, inspection or other administrative assessment activity has begun and

the taxpayer received official notice of such event, the taxpayer has the

option to enforce the agreement retroactively, where necessary, rectifying

any adopted conduct, making the voluntary regularization or filing the

supplementary tax return. In both cases, relevant penalties do not apply;

if agreements are further to other agreements entered into with the

authorities of foreign jurisdictions after MAPS, as set out in agreements or

international double tax treaties, they are binding upon the parties based on

the agreement with such authorities, effective from tax periods prior to the

signing of the agreement but not prior to the tax year in progress on the date

the relevant application is submitted by the taxpayer. The taxpayer has the

option to make such agreement effective retroactively to tax periods
prior to the filing date of the relevant application whose time limits for
assessment are still open, provided that:

The 2021 Budget Act amended regulations on advance agreements available to

enterprises with international business, set out in art. 31-ter of Pres. Dec. 600/1973.

To such effect:

a) such tax years feature the same circumstances in fact and in law as form

the basis of the agreement entered into with the authorities of foreign

jurisdictions;

b) the taxpayer made such request in the application for the advance

agreement;

c) the competent authorities of foreign jurisdictions agree to extend the

agreement to prior years;

d) no audit, inspection or other administrative assessment activity was

started on such tax years which the taxpayer has received official notice of.

Where it is necessary to rectify an adopted action, the taxpayer makes the

voluntary regularization or files the supplementary tax refund. In both cases, the

relevant penalties do not apply.

Moreover, a newly introduced provision makes admissibility of the application for

advance agreements conditional on the payment of a commission calculated

based on total sales of the group to which the applicant belongs. Amounts are

halved in the event of an application to renew the agreement.
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TAX SIMPLIFICATIONS (PARAS. 1102-1106)

Register of purchase invoices;

Periodic VAT liquidation communications.

Quarterly time limits for VAT annotations
Small taxpayers may perform the obligation to make annotations in the
register of issued invoices by the end of the month following the quarter of
the date of transactions and with reference to the same month in which

transactions are completed.

Abolition of the “esterometro” report and transmission through SDI
Effective 1 January 2022, data on sales and purchases of goods and services
to and from entities that are not established in Italy, are transmitted
electronically using the interexchange system called Sistema di
Interscambio, SDI, with the format of the electronic invoice. This procedure

replaces the filing of the specific esterometro report.

Data on transactions to entities not established in the territory of Italy need to be

transmitted electronically by the deadline for issuing invoices or documents that

certify the price of such transactions. Data on transactions received from
entities that are not established in Italy need to be transmitted electronically by

the fifteenth day of the month following the month the document giving proof

of the transaction is received or the transaction completed.

In the event of failure to transmit or incorrect transmission of data of cross-
border transactions, where these are completed on or after 1 January 2022, the

administrative penalty applies of €2 euro per each invoice, with a cap of €400

per month. The penalty is halved, with a cap of €200 per month, if data is

transmitted in the fifteen days after the deadlines or if, by the same time limit,

correct data are transmitted.

Exemption from electronic invoicing Health service Card System
Exemption from issuing electronic invoices for entities required to send data

though the Health Service Card System was extended to the 2021 tax year.
Pre-prepared VAT
Effective 1 January 2021, the Revenue Agency makes drafts of the documents

listed below available to VAT taxpayers that are resident or established in Italy

available in the specific reserved area on its website:

These drafts may be used through intermediaries that were authorized and
empowered to use electronic invoicing services.

STAMP TAX ON ELECTRONIC INVOICES (PARA. 1108)

In case of electronic invoices sent through the Interexchange System, the seller

of the goods or services is jointly and severally liable for the settlement of the

stamp tax, including when the invoice is issued by a third party on its behalf.
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ELECTRONIC STORAGE AND TRANSMISSION OF CASH REGISTER RECEIPTS (PARAS.

1109-1115)

90% of the tax in the event of failure or late storage or transmission, or

storage or transmission of incomplete or false data;

€100 for each omitted, late or inaccurate transmission, when this does not

affect the determination of the tax;

From €1.000 to €4.000 for the failure to install electronic storage and

transmission equipment and its tampering;

From €3.000 to €12.000 for anyone that tampers with or alters electronic

transmission equipment.

Documents giving proof of the transaction have to be stored electronically and

delivered (where requested by customers) by and no later than the time of

successful completion of the transaction.

The 2021 Budget Act postponed to 1 July 2021 the possibility for players making

retail trade transactions and transactions treated as such to use advanced
collection systems to perform the obligation of electronic storage and

transmission to the Revenue Agency of data on daily cash registered receipts.

Penalties are equal to:

EXTENSION OF THE OPTION TO WRITE UP LAND AND SHAREHOLDINGS (PARAS. 1122-

1123)

The 2021 Budget Act extended the option for natural persons and civil law

partnerships to redetermine the value of shareholdings in non-listed

companies and owned (farm and developable) land, based on a sworn appraisal

report provided that the predetermined value is taxed with a flat 11% substitute
tax.
Substitute taxes may be settled by instalments in up to a maximum of three

annual instalments of equal amount, starting from 30 June 2021. The appraisal

report must be drafted and sworn by 30 June 2021.


